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The modern era of architecture is known for its complex relationship towards industrialized forms 
of building. On one hand architects have tried to keep 
up with the ever faster evolution of building techno-
logies and on the other hand architects have tried to 
differentiate themselves from the generic expression 
of modern building technology. But no matter what 
stand architects have taken it seems that they have 
been marginalized. As Rem Koolhaas puts it, the 20. 
century has been a loosing battle with the issue of 
quantity1.
In Denmark there are more than one million detach-
ed one-family houses making up 50 % of all dwellings 
in Denmark. Most of these were build during the last 
50 years. Only a very little part of these houses are what 
could be defined as unique pieces of architecture. You 
could say that they represent the Danish architects loo-
sing battle with the issue of quantity. Most of them are 
prefab houses, that no Danish architect would actually 
like to call architecture2. As suggested in an American 
context by Robert Venturi they could even be classified 
as ‘ugly and ordinary’3
This article aims at discussing, from a theoretical 
point of view, the problem behind this phenomenon 
and to suggest what could be done, from a theoreti-
cal point of view, to help if not dissolve it, then at least 
clarify it.
I have chosen to focus on pragmatism in relation to 
the architectural profession within this article. This rela-
tion however does not just come about by it self. It re-
quires some theoretical justification and explanation, 
which I am about to unfold here. As I see it we have 
to move from a modern field oriented, through a non-
modern actor-network oriented understanding of the 
architectural profession to reach a plausible pragma-
tic understanding4.
One of the reasons why the ordinary detached 
one-family house is not an object of great interest to 
Danish architects seems to be that this kind of building 
is primarily a result of practical and economical conside-
rations. Considerations, which do not seem to have the 
highest priority when it comes to defining the basic 
values within the Danish architectural society. Ins-
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tead it seems that a certain view on aesthetics is de-
fining the basic values. A point I will return to.
Architects giving priority to practical and econo-
mical considerations could be called pragmatic archi-
tects. They deal with the Dirty Realism5 of everyday life. 
Perhaps the pragmatic architect could even be descri-
bed as Dirty Harry6 of the architectural society.
Attempting to understand what it means to be a 
pragmatic architect implicitly raises the question of 
what it means not to be a pragmatic architect. What is it 
that makes pragmatic issues dirty and low. The answer 
is that pragmatic considerations traditionally are seen 
as opposed to what is pure and idealistic. This way a 
differentiated field appears. A dichotomy of practical / 
realistic issues at one end and pure / idealistic issues at 
the other end.
This way the architect dealing with pragmatic and 
economical considerations often does this at the ex-
pense of artistic / idealistic consideration. Why is it so? 
An answer can be constructed with some help from 
the writings of the French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu.
Architecture as field
Bourdieu does not specifically deal with the architec-
tural profession in Denmark, but his writing on the 
formation of fields within society in general is hel-
pful. Especially his description of the upcoming field 
of artistical production. In short he describes how the 
basic values within the artistic field are defined in op-
position to the values of another important field within 
the modern world – the economical field7. In this context 
differentiation is a necessity.
This means that certain entities of the modern 
world cannot coexist within the same fields of society. 
Works of art cannot from this point of view at the 
same time be artworks and pure results of economical 
speculation. The other way around an economical do-
cument like a balance sheet cannot at the same time 
be a work of art.
Seen from a modern perspective of architecture 
this should raise a problem for the profession. How is it 
possible to understand architecture as one profession 
if the profession contains both pragmatic and idea-
listic architects. If the profession is both the field of 
pragmatic and idealistic actors. As Associate Professor 
at Aarhus School of Architecture, Niels Albertsen puts 
it with reference to Niels Prak:
Practical architects treat their artistic colleagues with 
respect, artistic architects treat their practical colleagues 
with contempt. Practical architects often express a wish 
to become or to be regarded as artistic. The opposite 
never occurs.8
I suggested with Bourdieu that the artistic field should 
be seen in opposition to the economic field. Perhaps a 
short explanation on the term field as Bourdieu uses it 
is in place here. Bourdieu writes:
The evolution of societies tends to make universes 
(which I call fields) emerge which are autonomous and 
have their own laws.9
If architecture can be described as a field in this sen-
se it should have its own laws. Its own basic values 
defining what the actors should fight for and protect 
in order to maintain their field. But as mentioned abo-
ve there might be problems as some architects seem 
to be pragmatic and others idealistic. However the 
architectural field seems to exist anyway due to a so-
mewhat clear hierarchy placing the idealists or artistic 
architects in the top and the pragmatic architects, who 
aspire to rise in levels, in the bottom of the hierarchy. It 
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should be emphasized that this is an internal hierarchy. 
Actually the pragmatic architects might be situated on 
the same level of power as the artistic ones in the over-
all space of social positions10, as Bourdieu calls it.
According to the Danish association of architects 
DAL, architectural quality is closely related to the ma-
nifestation of a convincing artistic idea within the archi-
tectural design11. This of course makes it hard for the 
pragmatic architect to deliver architectural quality. A 
situation leading to the above mentioned internal hie-
rarchy within the Danish architectural field or society. 
Niels Albertsen has suggested a subdivision of the ar-
chitectural field in Denmark. According to him the field 
can be subdivided into a 1. artistic, 2, professional, 3. 
pragmatic / economical sub field12.
’Real’ architecture is defined as a quality closely re-
lated to art leading to the conclusion that a ’real’ archi-
tect must also be an artist as determined by the Danish 
association of architects, DAL. The architectural illusio13 
as Bourdieu calls it is thus closely related to an idea 
of art. Architectural quality gained through an artis-
tic idea should as is written in the DAL publication be a 
result of: ..the conceptual, intuitive and often personal 
treatment of a given program.14
Within the DAL publication it is also made clear that 
besides the artistic ambitions of the architectural crea-
tion there are functional, technical and economical 
considerations to be taken in relation to architectural 
creation. These last considerations are however what 
make architecture more, or just something else, than 
what is often called ’art for arts sake’. The conception 
of art represented here stages the above mentioned 
dichotomy between pragmatical considerations and 
artistic, idealistic considerations.
The conception of art, which seems to be an impli-
cit part of this discussion is a conception, which bear a 
strong analogy to the aesthetics of the German philosop-
her Immanuel Kant.
According to Bourdieu the Kantian aesthetics is 
the foundation of modern understanding of art. This 
understanding however has social implications as 
described by Bourdieu in his book The Distinction15. 
The Kantian aesthetics makes taste a weapon of class 
differentiation, because only the rich classes within so-
ciety are able to appreciate art for arts sake by keeping 
a disinterested view of the artwork. Taste is not a mat-
ter of simple pleasure. The Norwegian sociologist Dag 
Østerberg writes in his introduction to the Norwegian 
edition of The Distinction:
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Bourdieu wants to show, and seems quite suc-
cessful, that the Kantian aesthetics in Kritik der Ur-
teilskraft is a good interpretation of the aesthetics and 
tastes of certain classes within society – the middleclass 
and the ruling classes in France and that the lower clas-
ses have a different taste of aesthetics and art.16
The taste of the lower classes cannot be foun-
ded on disinterestedness since this class is related to 
the surrounding world not by choice but by necessity. 
Østerberg writes:
The popular taste rejects the differentiation between 
on the one hand the disinterested pleasure and on 
the other the excitement of the senses. This class does 
not make a sharp distinction between artworks and 
commercials. It wants nice things on the wall, beautiful 
sunsets, immense mountain views, lovely stimulating 
women and so on.17
As an interlude to this sociological discussion it is 
worth mentioning that within the field of architecture 
the taste and architectural preferences of the low-
middle classes have been treated in the second part of 
Learning from Las Vegas, called “Ugly and Ordinary Ar-
chiteture, or the Decorated Shed”. Venturi, Scott Brown 
and Izenour writes about the behaviour of architects:
As experts with ideals, who pay lipservice to the social sci-
ences, they build for Man rather than for people – this 
means, to suit themselves, that is to suit their own par-
ticular upper-middle-class values, which they assign to 
everyone.18
Architect – Schools
The production of art is also submitted to the Kan-
tian aesthetics, according to Bourdieu. This is due to 
the fact that the cultural production is taking place 
within the above-mentioned fields. These fields are in-
ternally organised according to certain scholastic tradi-
tions. One is trained to become an artist in a situation 
separated from everyday practice, which means that 
to become part of the artistic field one has to be edu-
cated within a closed circle19 – a school.
Within the different fields the universality of the 
production of the field is protected. An example of this 
can be seen in the above-mentioned DAL publication, 
where the artistic idea of the architectural product is 
secured by “the conceptual, intuitive and often perso-
nal treatment of a given program” 20.
This approach protects the architectural field from 
other competing fields. One has to be familiar with the 
scholastic traditions within the architectural schools 
in order to know what is meant by the phrase: “…the 
conceptual, intuitive and often personal treatment of 
a given program”. Bourdieu writes about this pheno-
menon:
Most of the human works that we are accustomed to 
treating as universal – law, science, the fine arts, ethics, 
religion and so forth – cannot be dissociated from the 
scholastic point of view and from the social and eco-
nomic conditions which make the latter possible. 
They have been engendered in these very peculiar 
social universes which are the fields of cultural pro-
duction – the juridical field, the scientific field, the artis-
tic field, the philosophical field – and in which agents are 
engaged who have in common the privilege of fighting 
for the monopoly of the universal, and thereby effecti-
vely of promoting the advancement of truths and values 
that are held, at each moment, to be universal, indeed 
eternal.21
The scholastic education among the different cultural 
fields are according to Bourdieu aiming at maintaining 
that power which is given by the universality of the 
products produced within the fields. This fits with the 
impression that architects maintain their field of prac-
tice by pointing to the universality of their architectu-
ral products. Architecture can only be produced by an 
educated architect.
Using the Bourdieuvian perspective on architecture 
only makes it very clear that architects dealing with 
pragmatic issues are not the ones setting the agenda 
for architecture. Instead they are more or less igno-
red when it comes to settling the basic values within 
the architectural field. Architecture is primarily about 
artistic issues. Issues, which should be seen apart from 
necessary and secondary considerations such as func-
tionality and economy.
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Non-modernity – Architecture as actor-network
Following Bourdieu also means accepting his theore-
tical framework. Taking his empirical work into consi-
deration it is hard not to accept his arguments22. But 
nevertheless I would like to widen the scope and use 
another French sociologist, Bruno Latour, to discuss 
Bourdieu and his critique of the Kantian aesthetics in 
relation to the social structuring of society.
Following Latour we have to make a Copernican 
contra revolution against the Kantian view of the 
world, where the subject projects its categories on an 
indifferent world, which only exists in it self23. In stead 
one has to start focusing on what is between the sub-
ject and the world in it self. Not as an empty vessel of 
Latour has treated this phenomenon in his book We 
have Never Been Modern24from 1993. In this book he 
refers to the French philosopher Michel Serres concept 
Quasi-object. A Quasi-object is what is not fully an ob-
ject and not fully a subject, but what lies between the 
two. What constitutes the two. Latour writes:
The explanation we seek will indeed obtain Nature and 
Society, but only as a final outcome, not as a beginning. 
Nature does revolve, but not around the Subject/So-
ciety. It revolves around the collective that produces 
things and people. The Subject does revolve, but not 
around nature. It revolves around the collective out of 
which people and things are generated. At last the Midd-
le Kingdom is represented. Nature and societies are its 
satellites.25
In opposition to Kant and also Bourdieu, Latour does 
not seek a philosophical offset in an insurmountable 
division between subject and object. And he defini-
tely does not seek to patch up this division, which 
he claims has wrongly occupied western philosophy 
through out the last, at least, 400 years26. Within the 
Latourian world there may be subject and object, but 
these are constantly ’infecting’ each other turning into 
quasiobjects and quasisubjects.
In order to describe this world Latour uses the 
term ANT (Actor Network Theory). The main idea wit-
hin this theory is that human subjects are not the only 
actors who can act. Things and animals also act. Human 
society is stabilized and developed through an ongoing 
interaction between human and non-human actors27. 
The theory can be exemplified through the architectu-
ral practice: In order to reach a good, stabilized project 
an architect involves many sketches and models. He 
uses a computer, perhaps a drawing table, pens, rulers 
and so on. He uses books and photos for inspiration. 
The number of implicated actors could be expanded 
endlessly. This endless number of involved actors, both 
human and non-humans make up a large network, 
which is in fact Latours point. Any product is a stable 
state within a network of ongoing interaction.
Latour in short wants to question the idea that we 
are in fact modern. He claims as I have just tried to 
show, that we have never been modern, and that phi-
losophy based on this assumption is basically wrong.
information, but as something in itself. Something, 
which makes it possible to create the impression of a 
subject standing opposite a world.
According to Latour we have become so used to the 
idea of subjects and objects living in separate realms, 
that we actually believe this situation to be the true 
foundation of our world. Latour however points out 
that this is a modern construction which deliberately 
forgets that subjects and objects are in fact construc-
ted and held in place by what is between the two ex-
tremes.
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Modernity versus non-modernity
If Latour is right it would be obvious to question the 
basic assumption of Kantian aesthetics and thereby 
also question the assumptions of Bourdieu based on 
Kantian aesthetics.
One of the modern assumptions within Kantian aest-
hetics is that of disinterestedness. The subject has to be 
disinterested in what ever he or she wants to approach 
aesthetically. The disinterested approach will ensure a 
rational distance towards the object under aesthetic 
evaluation. This is necessary as the matter of aesthetic 
evaluation is a question of rational choice rather than 
a question of mere lust. The quest for beauty is a ques-
tion of morality. A question of edification. Dag Øster-
berg writes:
The aesthetic approach is directed towards the beauti-
ful or sublime about the objects, and both beauty and 
an animal, following his basic instincts. But when na-
ture is approached, not by instincts but aesthetically, 
Man will find moral edification within the beauty of 
nature. The experience of beauty in nature helps Man 
come to terms with the fact that although he may be 
an animal caught up by the necessity of nature, he is 
also a rational being cable of behaving disinterested 
towards the same. His distance to nature helps him see 
nature as more than necessity, as beauty and the 
sublime.
What is at stake here is also the division between 
high and low culture. Between what is motivated by in-
tellectual pleasures and what is motivated by need and 
lust. It is evident that the Kantian aesthetics, as pointed 
out by Bourdieu, gives privilege to intellectual pleasu-
re leaving the pleasures connected with lust and need 
to those who do not manage the former. The poor pe-
ople or perhaps more relevant in our welfare society, 
the poorly educated people, as mentioned earlier, will 
find it somewhat difficult to put on a disinterested atti-
tude towards there surroundings, as they spend most 
of their time just trying to full fill their basic needs. They 
cannot afford or even understand a disinterested ap-
proach to the world....
people may not afford what they dream about, but what they have may show 
their aspirations
An experience controlled by need or lust cannot, as Dag 
Østerberg explains Kant, be an aesthetical experience. 
This should make it clear that need and lust cannot be 
what guides the production of art if one follows Øster-
bergs explanation of Kant.
While Bourdieu accepts the Kantian aesthetics as a 
condition for his criticism, a non-modern Latourian 
perspective would claim that this criticism shares 
the same modern starting-point as the object being 
criticized. That is the Kantian aesthetics. Bourdieu se-
ems to believe Kant in order to criticize the social con-
sequences of his aesthetic. A non-modern perspective 
will not focus on high and low values connected with 
the objects approached. The point is that objects can-
not be approached from a distance. We are always in-
volved in what we approach, hence the Actor-Network 
relationship.
the sublime are pointing towards the kingdom of mora-
lity. Beauty is a ’Symbol der Sitlichkeit’, while the sub-
lime symbolizes the law of the moral and the respect, 
with which it inspires us.28
The aesthetic approach in this way helps man beyond 
pure lust towards a meaningful path of duty. Putting it 
a little different this means that man as a natural being, 
an animal, always will be inclined to arrange his life as 
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This means that the production of art, following a 
Latourian view, is very much a question of interested-
ness. A situation with no clear boundaries between 
subject and object29.
Non-modern pragmatic aesthetics
The empirical research that was made during my 
PhD. study30 indicated that the architectural practice 
is very much a non-modern practice. If this is true it 
seems odd to let the Kantian aesthetic set the values 
within the architectural society in Denmark. To over-
come this another aesthetic could be introduced. The 
problem is however that Latour does not offer his own 
non-modern aesthetics.
If I should suggest another aesthetics that could 
help establish a non-modern normativity within the 
architectural practice it would be a pragmatic aest-
hetics31. To use a term from Bourdieu I would suggest 
that the architectural illusio should be based not on 
the Kantian aesthetics but on a pragmatist aesthetics. 
This kind of aesthetics is found within the American 
philosophical tradition. For my thesis I used the book 
Pragmatist Aesthetics – Living Beauty, Rethinking Art 
by Richard Shusterman32. The aesthetics represented 
here is based on the American pragmatist John Dewey. 
Shusterman refers to Deweys point about the role of 
art:
For art’s role is not to deny the natural and organic roots 
and wants of man so as to achieve some pure etheral ex-
perience, but instead to give a satisfyingly integrated ex-
pression to both our bodily and intellectual dimensions, 
which Dewey thinks we have been painfully wrong to 
separate. Art’s aim ’is to serve the whole creature in his 
unified vitality’.33
According to Dewey we have been painfully wrong to 
separate our intellectual and bodily approach to art. 
A separation, which has as earlier pointed out, taken 
place within the Kantian aesthetics. Deweys dissocia-
tion from the Kantian aesthetics is closely related with 
the purely rational approach to art represented here. 
Art should not just serve a disinterested, cognitiv ex-
perience, but serve the whole living creature accor-
ding to Dewey.
The pragmatist aesthetics of Dewey is part of a lar-
ger attack on the rational understanding of our world, 
separating apriori the faculties of man into different 
realms. This understanding is in fact an afterthought, 
which has wrongly been turned into an apriori fact ac-
cording to Dewey. A point very close to the Latourian 
critic of rationalism.
The pragmatist aesthetics tries to combine what 
the rational aesthetics divides. Remembering Øster-
bergs point about the difference between intellectual 
pleasures and pleasures aroused by need and lust it 
seems that Dewey could not disagree more:
Dewey’s aesthetic naturalism, aimed at ’recovering the 
continuity of esthetic experience with normal processes 
of living’, is part of his attempt to break the stifling hold 
of ’the compartmental conception of fine art’, that old 
and institutionally entrenched philosophical ideology of 
the aesthetic which sharply distinguishes art from real 
life and remits it ’ to a separate realm’ – the museum, 
theater, and concert hall.34
According to Shusterman, Deweys views let him to 
seek a clash with the dichotomy between high culture 
and popular (low) culture. A clash which could also be 
described as a clash with art understood as truth op-
posed to art understood as experience35. This kind of 
clash is an obvious provocation to the established art-
world since the autonomy of art, as defined within the 
artistic field, would collapse if all kinds of experience 
could lead to art. According to Shusterman this howe-
ver is Deweys point. Sports, parades, fireworks, popular 
mass media, bodily- and domestic ornamentation and 
all the colourful sceneries experienced in every city are 
all examples of aesthetic experiences which enrich our 
lives, apart from the aesthetic enrichment found in the 
existing artworld.
The point is that the richness of the aesthetic ex-
perience is the most important here, no matter if the 
source of the aesthetic experience is produced wit-
hin an autonomous artistic field or is a result of some 
amusing popular event. Shusterman refers to Deweys 
understanding of an aesthetic experience:
– That which refers to a memorable and ultimately sa-
tisfying episode of living, one that stands out from the 
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humdrum flow of life as ’an experience’ by its ’internal 
integration and fulfillment’ reached through a develo-
ping organization of meanings and energies which af-
fords ’a satisfyingly emotional quality’ of some sort.36
And further:
....art’s special function and value lie not in any speciali-
zed particular end but in satisfying the live creature in a 
more global way, by serving a variety of ends, and abo-
ve all by enhancing our immediate experience which 
invigorates and vitalizes us, thus aiding our achivement 
of whatever further ends we pursue.37
It is important to understand that Dewey do not want 
to replace ’high art’ with the products of popular low 
culture. Instead it is the coexistence of the two, which 
is the common whish of both Dewey and Shusterman. 
Shusterman wants to show that aesthetic qualities 
are not just found within the established artistic 
field, but also within the popular culture, which ma-
kes up a large part of most peoples everyday life. It is 
important not to judge about what is art and what 
is not art and instead focus on the aesthetic experience 
aroused by what ever is approached.
A pragmatist approach has to be unprejudiced and 
without irony, which in the world of architecture means 
that all structures should be met with an open mind. It 
is essential that what ever is approached arouses what 
Dewey describes as.
.... memorable and ultimately satisfying episode of 
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living, one that stands out from the humdrum flow of 
life.
As I see it the first step to be taken for this to happen is 
to create a theoretical justification like the one I have 
tried to construct here. As Shusterman writes about 
creating space for new artforms:
There must be a possible space for this work or genre in 
the sociocultural field of art. But theoretical justifica-
tion can help create that space and extend art’s limits 
by assimilating previously unaccepted forms into art’s 
honorific category.38
One of the places where this extension of arts limits 
could take place is in the artschools and when it comes 
to architecture in schools of architecture. It is impor-
tant to emphasize that the illusio of fields defined by 
disciplines is imposed on the social actors during their 
education. Hence the connection between Schol… 
and school39.
Architectural schools should perhaps try to see 
themselves educating students into a non-modern 
world, where the architectural production is not only 
aimed at high art, but also at generating memorable 
and satisfying episodes of living. Education should 
not emphasize that pragmatic issues are dirty and low 
as opposed to pure and idealistic issues of architecture. 
Instead it should be emphasized that both pragmatic 
and idealistic issues are part of the same network ma-
king up the ongoing impression of a world.
This however should not lead to the impression 
that Bourdieus modern world of fields does not exist. 
Instead it should lead to the impression that the Bour-
dieuvian perspective is only as a partial picture of a lar-
ger non-modern world as presented by Latour.
Returning to the question      
of generic [modern] architecture
Returning to the problems I lined out initially I think it is 
plausible now to claim that I have drawn up the line for 
a new aesthetics, a new theoretical framework for the 
architectural illusio. An illusio founded on a pragma-
tist aesthetic instead of a Kantian. An inclusive instead 
of an exclusive aesthetic if you like. And this is exactly 
the point that making space for the ‘ugly and ordinary’, 
detached, single family-house or just generic, modern 
architecture in general within the Danish architectural 
field requires an inclusive aesthetics. One that allow 
architects to deal with both fine art and popular cul-
ture within the same field of practice. I believe this to 
be the only way to avoid the ongoing loosing battle to 
quantity.
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